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Economical evaluation of large-scale photovoltaic systems
using Universal Generating Function techniques

Yi DING (&), Weixiang SHEN, Gregory LEVITIN,

Peng WANG, Lalit GOEL, Qiuwei WU

Abstract Solar energy plays an important role in the

global energy framework for future. Comparing with con-

ventional generation systems using fossil fuels, the cost

structure of photovoltaic (PV) systems is different: the

capital cost is higher while the operation cost is negligible.

Reliabilities of the PV system can also influence the cost

for producing electricity. Investors, planners and regulators

require deep insight into the return and cost of a PV pro-

ject. A reliability based economical assessment of large-

scale PV systems has been conducted utilizing Universal

Generating Function (UGF) techniques. The reliability

models of solar panel arrays, PV inverters and energy

production units (EPUs) are represented as the corre-

sponding UGFs. The expected energy production models

for different PV system configurations have also been

developed. The expected unit cost of electricity has been

calculated to provide informative metrics for making

optimal decisions. The proposed method has been applied

to determine the PV system configuration which provides

electricity for a water purification process.

Keywords Photovoltaic system, Reliability, Economical

assessment, Configuration

1 Introduction

With the ever increasing concerns on environmental

issues and the depletion of fossil fuels, the photovoltaic

(PV) technology has drawn great attention and remarkable

investments in the past decade [1]. This is due to the fact

that the PV technology shows many advantages over other

renewable energy technologies in terms of modularity,

expandability, maintenance and reliability. In recent years,

the contribution of the PV power generation to the grid has

been rapidly increasing; at the current growth rate, it is

expected to reach 2% of the world electricity generation by

2020 and up to 5% by 2030 [2, 3]. During the next ten

years, up to 15% of electricity in European Union will be

produced by solar energy resources [4].

An important question for investors, planners and reg-

ulators is the return and cost of a PV project. The cost

structure of PV systems is different from that of conven-

tional generation system using fossil fuels such as coal, oil

or natural gas. The initial capital cost is higher: basic

components of a PV system—solar panels are quite

expensive. However prices of solar panels are dropping

fast: the average one-off installation cost of solar panels

has already dropped from more than $2 per unit of gen-

erating capacity in 2009 to about $1.50 in 2011 [5]. On the

other hand, there are no fuel cost and greenhouse gas

emissions during the lifespan operation of 20–30 years.

The maintenance cost of PV system is also relatively

low.

PV systems are complicated engineering systems. A PV

system is mainly composed of many solar panels and DC/

AC inverters. The trend of the fast growing PV systems is

to adopt large-scale PV systems, which may require tens or

hundreds of solar panels. Depending on input voltage

ranges, maximum input currents and capacities of invert-

ers, several solar panels are connected in series to form a
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string and a few strings are paralleled and tied up to a

centralized-inverter or each of the strings is directly

interfaced by a separate string-inverter or a combination of

both, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. Different configura-

tions have their own performance efficiencies for electric-

ity production. When the performances of those

configurations of PV systems are evaluated, it is assumed

that the systems work without interruption. Although PV

systems are relatively reliable, they may fail occasionally.

Ignoring the effects of those failures may result in an

optimistic estimation of energy production, which also

decreases accuracy of cost assessment.

The approaches for improving the engineering system

reliabilities are to increase the redundancy or/and reliability

of the components in the system. For example, the use of

multiple inverters in PV systems can increase system reli-

abilities. These approaches can improve the reliability of

the PV systems and hence its energy production, but they

may result in higher system cost. The reliability based cost

assessment for renewable energy systems (RESs) and

restructured generation systems has been studied in some

recent research. Reference [6] provided a comprehensive

analysis of the reliability and its cost implications on vari-

ous choices of installation sites and operating policies as

well as energy types, sizes and mixes in capacity expansion

of the RESs. The genetic algorithm was used to optimize the

offshore wind farms considering both energy production

cost and system reliability [7]. A framework for analyzing

the adequacy uncertainties of distributed generation sys-

tems was proposed in [8]. However reliability based eco-

nomical evaluation of large-scale PV systems has not been

comprehensively studied, which may be a useful analytical

tool for assisting stakeholders in making optimal

decision.

The large-scale PV system can be modeled as a typical

multi state system (MSS). The UGF technique provides a

systematic method for the performance and reliability

assessment of MSS, which can replace extremely compli-

cated combinational algorithms and reduce the computa-

tional burden [9–11]. Moreover, the UGF technique

provides a flexible approach for representing reliability

models of various energy systems. The UGF technique and

genetic algorithm were used to determine the optimal

structure of power systems subject to reliability constraints

[12]. The reliability of flow transmission system was ana-

lyzed by using the combination of the UGF technique and

extended block diagram methods [13]. The redundancy

analysis of inter-connected generating systems was dis-

cussed in [14]. In [15], the UGF technique was used to

determine the reserve expansion for maintaining the reli-

ability level of power systems with high wind power

penetration.

In this paper, the UGFs representing probabilistic per-

formance distributions of solar panel arrays, PV inverters

and energy production units (EPUs) are developed. The

expected energy production models for PV systems under

different configurations are also developed. The life cycle

cost and annualized life cycle cost are evaluated to conduct

economical assessment of a PV project. Moreover, a new

economical index for PV systems—expected unit cost of

electricity (EUCE) is developed for providing useful

information.

Section 2 presents reliability models of large-scale PV

systems. The developed UGFs are used to evaluate

expected energy production. Cost analysis of PV systems is

conducted in Section 3. Section 4 proposes a methodology

to identify the feasible configurations of PV systems and

determine the optimal one at the minimum EUCE. The
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proposed methods are used to assess the PV system con-

figurations for providing electricity for a water purification

process in Section 5. The conclusions are summarized in

Section 6.

2 Reliability models of PV systems

A large-scale PV system basically consists of two major

parts: solar panels and DC/AC inverters. Figure 2 shows a

generalized configuration of the PV system. In the fol-

lowing, the reliability models of solar panel arrays, PV

inverters and EPUs, and expected energy production cal-

culation are discussed.

2.1 Reliability models for solar panel arrays

Solar panels are the key components of the PV systems.

Solar panels can fail due to the degradation of mechanical

properties of encapsulants, the adhesional strength, the

presence of impurities, metalization, solder bond integrity

and breakage, corrosion, and aging of backing layers,

etc.

Given the failure rate ki and repair rate li of the solar

panel i, the corresponding availability Ai can be calculated

by

Ai ¼ li=ðki þ liÞ ð1Þ

where ki is the failure rate referring to the rate of departure

from a component up-state (successful state) to its down-

state (failure state) and li is the repair rate referring to the

rate of departure from the down-state to the up-state.

Some strings consist of several solar panels and a

blocking diode in series. Any failure of a solar panel or a

diode leads to the total failure of the string. Therefore, the

availability of the string s can be evaluated by:

As ¼
Yn

i¼1

Ai � Ad ð2Þ

where n is a number of solar panels in the string and Ad is

the availability of the diode:

Ad ¼ ld=ðkd þ ldÞ ð3Þ

where kd and ld are the failure rate and the repair rate of

the diode, respectively.

The available capacity Ws of the string s can be calcu-

lated as:

Ws ¼
Xn

i¼1

Wi �Wd ð4Þ

where Wi is the available capacity of the solar panel i; Wd is

the capacity loss caused by the blocking diode, which can

be determined as

Wd ¼ Ud � Is ð5Þ

where Ud is the voltage drop across the blocking diode and

Is is the current of the string.

The UGF technique is proved to be very convenient for

numerical realization and requires small computational

resources [9–11] for performance and reliability evaluation

of engineering systems [9]. Therefore, the UGF technique

is used to evaluate the expected energy production of the

PV system. The UGF representing the capacity distribution

of a string s can be defined as a polynomial:

UsðZÞ ¼
X2

ks¼1

ps;ks
� Zws;ks ð6Þ

where ps;ks
and ws;ks

are the probability and the capacity

level of state ks for the string s, Us(Z) represents the

capacity distribution of the string s, Z represents the

Z-transform of any discrete random variables that has the

probability mass function taking the form shown in (6)

[10].

The string s has two states: failure state and successful

state. For the failure state, the capacity level and unavail-

ability are 0 and (1-As), respectively. For the working

state, the capacity level and availability are Ws and As,

respectively.

A few strings are also arranged in parallel to form solar

array and connected to a string inverter. Failure of any

string in the array is tolerated without the loss of an entire

array. However, the failure of a string degrades the avail-

able capacity of the array, leading to several de-rated states

of the array. As a result, the solar array in the PV system

can be regarded as a MSS. The parallel operator X/p is

applied for the parallel MSS by using associative and

commutative properties. The parallel operator is a kind of

composition operator to calculate the UGF for the parallel
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MSS, which strictly depends on the properties of the par-

allel structure function [9, 10]. For example, if elements are

connected in parallel, its capacity level for the state ks is the

sum of the corresponding capacities ws;ks
(s = 1, 2,…, N)

of its elements, and the structure function for such a sub-

system takes the form:

/p w1;k1
;w2;k2

; . . .;wN;kN

� �
¼
XN

s¼1

ws;ks
ð7Þ

The capacities of elements unambiguously determine

the capacity of the subsystem or system. The transform,

which maps the space of the element capacities into the

space of the system capacity, is the system structure

function [9, 10].

For a solar array with N strings in parallel, its UGF can

be obtained based on the UGFs for the arrays using the

parallel composition operator X/p over UGF representa-

tions of N strings:

UaðZÞ ¼
X2N

ka¼1

pa;ka
� Zwa;ka

¼ X/p

X2

k1¼1

p1;k1
� Zw1;k1 ; p2;k2

� Zw2;k2 ; . . .;
X2

kN¼1

pN;kN
� ZwN;kN

! 

¼
X2

k1¼1

X2

k2¼1

. . .
X2

kN¼1

YN

s¼1

ps;ks
� Z
PN
s¼1

ws;ks

0

@

1

A

ð8Þ

where pa;ka
and wa;ka

are the probability and the available

capacity of the array in the state ka, respectively. Equation

(8) represents the capacity distribution of the solar array

[8]: the coefficients of the terms in the polynomial (8)

represent the probabilities of the array states while the

exponents represent the corresponding capacities. The

array has 2N states.

2.2 Reliability models for inverters

PV inverters convert DC power from solar array into AC

power, which matches the voltage of power grids. It is

believed that inverters are the reliability bottleneck of PV

systems and the vast majority of PV system failures are

caused by inverters.

A typical PV inverter as shown in Fig. 3 includes four

insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and an isolation

transformer.

The failure rate of an IGBT is affected by the operating

environment and other factors [16], which can be evaluated

by

kIGBT ¼ 0:5 � kb � pT � pQ � pE ð9Þ

where kb is the base failure rate, pT, pQ and pE are the

temperature factor, the quality factor and the environment

factor, respectively. Therefore, the availability of the IGBT

can be calculated as

AIGBT ¼ lIGBT=ðkIGBT þ lIGBTÞ ð10Þ

where lIGBT is the repair rate of the IGBT.

Similar equations can also be used to evaluate the

availability ATrans of an isolation transformer. The com-

ponents in a PV inverter are modeled as functional

blocks connected in series. Any failure of an IGBT or an

isolation transformer leads to the failure of an inverter.

As a result, the availability of the PV inverter can be

evaluated by

AI ¼ ðAIGBTÞm � ATrans ð11Þ

where m is the number of IGBTs in the inverter. Therefore,

the UGF representing the capacity distribution of the PV

inverter is defined as

UIðZÞ ¼
X2

kI¼1

pI;kI
� ZwI;kI ð12Þ

where pI;kI
and wI;kI

are the probability and the capacity of

state kI for the inverter.

The PV inverter has two states: failure state and suc-

cessful state. For the failure state, the capacity level and the

unavailability are 0 and (1-AI), respectively. For the suc-

cessful state, the availability is AI, and the capacity is

determined by the nominal capacity of the inverter wI,n and

the efficiency of the inverter eI:

wI;2I
¼ wI;n � eI ð13Þ

2.3 Reliability models for energy production unit

A PV inverter is connected in series with the solar array

to form an EPU. The series operator X/s is used to calculate

the UGF for an EPU using associative and commutative

properties. For the type of the MSS containing elements

connected in series, its capacity level for the state kE is the

minimization of the corresponding capacities of its com-

ponents. The structure function for an EPU takes the form:

InverterPV Array

Grid

PV array

Fig. 3 Structure of inverter
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/sðwI;kI
;wa;ka

Þ ¼ minðwI;kI
;wa;ka

Þ ð14Þ

The capacity distribution of the EPU E can be obtained

based on the UGF representing capacity distribution of the

array and the PV inverter by using the series composition

operator X/s:

UEðZÞ ¼
XNE

kE¼1

pE;kE
� ZwE;kE

¼ X/s

X2N

ka¼1

pa;ka
� Zwa;ka ;

X2

kI¼1

pI;kI
� ZwI;kI

 !

¼
X2N

ka¼1

X2

kI¼1

pa;ka
� pI;kI

� Zminðwa;ka ;wI;kI
Þ

� �

ð15Þ

where NE is the number of states of the EPU and equals to

2(N?1).

2.4 Expected energy production

The PV system consists of several EPUs in parallel to

supply electricity to the power grid. With the UGF for each

EPU, the UGF representing the capacity distribution for the

entire PV system can be calculated by using the parallel

composition operator X/p:

UsysðZÞ ¼
XM

k¼1

pk � Zwk

¼ X/p

XN1

k1¼1

p1;k1
� Zw1;k1 ;

 
XN2

k2¼1

p2;k2
� Zw2;k2 ; . . .;

XNE

kE¼1

pE;kE
� ZwE;kE ; . . .;

XNm

km¼1

pm;km
� Zwm;km

!

¼
XN1

k1¼1

XN2

k2¼1

. . .
XNm

km¼1

Ym

E¼1

pE;kE
� Z
Pm
E¼1

wE;kE

0
@

1
A ð16Þ

where m, M, pk and wk are the number of EPUs, the state

number of the PV system and the probability, and capacity

level of state k for the PV system, respectively.

The general technique for determining the UGF of the

PV system is based on a state enumeration approach. This

approach is usually extremely resource consuming. Fortu-

nately, the PV system can be divided into subsystems

(string, array and EPU) and the UGF method allows one to

obtain the system UGF recursively. This property of the

UGF method is based on the associative property of many

practically used structure functions. The recursive

approach presumes the UGF of subsystems containing

several basic components and then treating the subsystem

as a single component with the obtained UGF when the

UGF of a higher level subsystem is computed [9]. The

recursive approach provides a drastic reduction of the

computational resources needed to obtain the capacity

distribution of a complex MSS.

The yearly expected energy production (YEEP) of the

PV system EEpv is defined as the product of the expected

capacity of the system Ew and yearly peak sun hours PSH:

EEpv ¼ Ew� PSH ð17Þ

The operator dw is used to calculate Ew and defined as

Ew ¼ dwðUsysÞ ¼ dw

XM

k¼1

pk � Zwk

 !
¼
XM

k¼1

pk � wk ð18Þ

where Usys is obtained from (16).

3 Cost analyses of PV systems

The cost of the PV system includes acquisition cost,

operating and maintenance cost. These costs can be divided

into two types. One is the recurring cost, e.g., operation and

maintenance (O&M) cost. The other is the initial capital cost,

e.g., investment cost for purchasing solar panels and

inverters. The life cycle cost (LCC) analysis evaluates the

total system cost during the life span of the system. The LCC

for all the parts in the system is added together to obtain the

LCC for the entire system, where the system life cycle is

assumed to be T years. The LCC analysis converts the

recurring cost into the present worth [17]. Annualized life

cycle cost (ALCC) is also evaluated to provide an annualized

‘‘payment’’ required to fund the total system cost over the life

span [18]. However LCC and ALCC analysis cannot eval-

uate the ‘‘equivalent’’ unit cost for producing electricity,

which is important for determining the most cost-efficient

system design. Therefore, a new economical index—EUCE

is proposed to provide an informative metrics for evaluating

cost efficiency of PV systems. The EUCE is defined as the

system ALCC divided by YEEP.

LCC of the system is

LCC ¼ Csolar þ Cinverter þ Com ð19Þ

where Csolar, Cinverter, and Com are the costs of solar,

inverter, and operation and maintenance (O&M),

respectively,

Csolar ¼ price of a solar panel� number of solar panel

ð20Þ

Cinverter ¼ price of an inverter� number of inverters

ð21Þ
Com ¼ Com0 � Pa1 ð22Þ
Pa1 ¼ X � Pa ð23Þ

Pa ¼ ð1� XTÞ=ð1� XÞ ð24Þ
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X ¼ ð1þ iÞ=ð1þ dÞ ð25Þ

where Pa is the present worth, XT is the present worth

factor for a cost in T years, i is the inflation rate, and d is

the interest rate [17].

Annualized life cycle cost (ALCC) is

ALCC ¼ LCC=Pa ð26Þ

Expected unit cost of electricity (EUCE) is

EUCE ¼ ALCC=EEpv ð27Þ

4 Feasible configuration identification for PV systems

As shown in Fig. 2, a number of solar panels are con-

nected in series to form a string, and a number of strings

are paralleled and connected to a string inverter, then all

the string inverters are connected to the power grid. Thus,

in principle there are enormous configurations of the PV

system for the given large number of solar panels. How-

ever, the feasible configurations are practically constrained

by input voltage ranges, maximum input currents and

capacities of the inverters. Consequently, only those con-

figurations whose voltages, currents and capacities are

within the normal operation range of the inverters will be

considered. The constraints are specified as follows:

1) Input voltage limits

Vmin
I �Vs�Vmax

I ð28Þ

where Vs is the voltage of the string connected to a string

inverter, if the string consists of n solar panels in series,

then Vs = n � Vp, Vp is the voltage of the solar panel; VI
min

and VI
max are the lower and upper limits, respectively.

2) Input current limit

II � Imax
I ð29Þ

where II is the input current of the string inverter, II
max is

the maximum input current. If the array consists of

N strings in parallel, then II = N � Is, where Is is the current

of the string.

3) Capacity limit

Wa�WI ð30Þ

where Wa is the available capacity of a solar array tied up

to a string inverter, WI is the nominal capacity of the string

inverter. Wa = N � n � Wp, where Wp is the available

capacity of the solar panel in the string. This constraint

indicates that the available capacity of solar array tied up to

a string inverter should be less than or equal to the nominal

capacity of the inverter.

For various feasible configurations of the PV system, the

economical efficiency is the major concern for comparing

different design options. The reliability based cost analysis

allows the investor or designer to evaluate the effects of

different design options. A EUCE analysis discussed in the

previous section can be helpful for determining the most

cost-efficient system configuration.

The following three steps can be implemented for

determining the most economically efficient design option:

1) Identifying all feasible configurations satisfying con-

straints (28)–(30). These identified configurations

include the connections of solar panels, namely the

number of solar panels in series and the number of

strings in parallel, and the number of inverters required.

2) Evaluating the expected energy production and the

EUCE of each configuration.

3) Determining the optimal configuration of the PV

system at the minimum EUCE obtained from step 2).

5 Application

The proposed method is used to assess the performance

and determine the feasible configurations of the PV system,

which provides energy for a national demonstration project

of water purification process in Singapore. According to

electrical energy requirement of the process, it is estimated

that 60 pieces of 175 Wp (peak power) solar panels from

SolarWorld are needed. For these 60 solar panels, all fea-

sible configurations of the system are identified based on

Table 1 Parameters of inverters for evaluation of YEEP and system cost

Configuration Capacity (W) Voltage (V) Current (A) Prices (S$) O & M (S$) Peak efficiency (%)

c12p12s05 1,100 139–400 10 2,559 256 93.0

c10p10s06 1,100 139–400 10 2,559 256 93.0

c06p06s10 2,500 224–600 12 4,444 444 94.1

c03p06s10 3,800 200–500 20 5,083 508 95.6

c02p06s10 5,500 246–600 26 8,156 816 96.1

c05p05s12 2,500 224–600 12 4,444 444 94.1

Note: one solar panel cost is S$1,400 and its monthly O&M cost is assumed to 1% of solar panel cost, namely S$14 each panel
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the input voltage ranges, the maximum input currents and

the nominal capacities of the inverters commercially

available in the market, as shown in Table 1 and Figs. 4–7.

Figure 4 shows one configuration of the system which

consists of 12 strings each having 5 panels in series, Fig. 5

illustrates one configuration which consists of 10 strings

each having 6 panels in series, Fig. 6 shows three config-

urations of the systems which consist of 6 strings each

having 10 panels in series, and Fig. 7 shows one configu-

ration of the system which consists of 5 strings each having

12 panels in series. It should be noted that the special ‘‘text

string’’ is defined to represent each configuration, for

example, the ‘‘c12p12s05’’ in Fig. 4 represents the con-

figuration that includes 12 PV inverters, 12 strings and each

having 5 solar panels in series.

The basic parameters of the PV inverters including

nominal capacity, input voltage range, purchasing cost,

O&M cost and peak efficiency for different configurations

are shown in Table 1 [19].

For evaluating the failure rate of the IGBT of the

inverter shown in Fig. 3, the base failure rate kb is set as

0.060, the temperature factor pT is computed from pT ¼

exp �1; 925 1
Tjþ273

� 1
298

� �h i
[20], where Tj is the junction

operating temperature of the device and set as 40 �C,

pQ = 5.0 and pE = 1.0 for the other conditions.

The repair rate of the IGBT equals to 0.0017 per hour.

The failure rates of the solar panel and the string diode are

set as 0.2068 and 0.0198 per million hours, respectively;

the repair rates of the solar panel and the string diode are

4.0556 per year [20]. The current of the solar panel string is

4.89 A at the maximum power and the voltage drop of the

blocking diode is set as 2.0 V. The yearly peak sun hours
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(PSHs) equals to 1,721.7 hours in Singapore, which is the

average yearly PSHs over the period of 1993 to 2007 [21].

The inflation rate and the interest rate are assumed as 2.1%

and 1%, respectively. The system life cycle is assumed to

be 20 years.

With all these parameters, the YEEP for each configu-

ration is evaluated and the results are shown in Fig. 8. It

can be observed from Fig. 8 that the configuration of

‘‘c02p06s10’’ has the highest expected energy production

(15,898.6 kWh/year), which consists of 2 inverters, 6

strings, each of the strings having 10 solar panels in series.

The YEEP for different configurations ranges from

15,255.7 kWh/year to 15,898.6 kWh/year, with the differ-

ence of 4.21%. It represents that the difference of expected

energy production for different configurations in the system

life cycle can be 12,860 kWh.

The differences in the YEEP are mainly caused by the

reliability differences of PV arrays and the connected PV

inverters for various configurations. The assessment of the

ALCC for each configuration of the PV systems is also

conducted. Consequently, the EUCE is easily calculated

as the ratio of the ALCC to the YEEP, as shown in

Fig. 9.

It can be seen that the EUCE for different configurations

ranges from 0.434–0.598 S$/kWh. The configuration of

‘‘c03p06s10’’ has the lowest EUCE (0.434 S$/kWh),

which also has the second highest YEEP. The configura-

tion of ‘‘c02p06s10’’ has the second lowest EUCE (0.441

S$/kWh) with the highest YEEP. The configuration of

‘‘c12p12s05’’ has the highest EUCE (0.598 S$/kWh).

Therefore, the ‘‘c03p06s10’’ is the optimal configuration

with the lowest EUCE. The comparison results show that

simply increasing the system cost by using relatively large

number of low capacity inverters in the PV systems cannot

guarantee high expected energy production, instead the

configuration with high reliable PV arrays, and high

capacity inverters can achieve the lowest unit cost of

electricity.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the UGF technique is used to represent

reliability models of solar panel arrays, PV inverters and

EPUs in a large-scale PV system. Based on the developed

probabilistic performance distribution models, the expected

energy production for PV systems is evaluated with respect

to the reliability of system elements. The reliability based

cost analysis of PV systems is conducted for providing

informative metrics to stakeholders for making the optimal

decision. A new economical index for PV systems—EUCE

is also developed in this paper. The proposed method is

used to identify the feasible configurations of PV systems

and determine the economically optimal one.
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